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Introduction 
 
This report documents application of the Merlin Gerin Sepam protective relay for reduction of arc flash hazard levels at low 
voltage switchgear not equipped with a main breaker.  A common configuration for an industrial electric distribution 
system is to supply unit substation transformers from a primary distribution system consisting of one or more 15 kV class 
switchgear assemblies with feeder breakers and medium voltage cable.  Each primary distribution feeder supplies one or 
more unit substation transformers and associated low voltage switchgear.  The low voltage switchgear may or may not be 
equipped with a main breaker.  For switchgear not equipped with a main breaker, a protective relay can be applied as a 
“virtual main” to sense total current at the low voltage bus and provide a trip signal to the medium voltage feeder breaker 
supplying the unit substation.  If the virtual main relay can trip the medium voltage breaker with minimal time delay, 
significant reduction in the arc flash incident energy and hazard level at the low voltage switchgear can be obtained.  Figure 
1 shows an example system with two virtual main relays applied. 
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Figure 1: Example system with virtual main relays instead of low voltage main breakers 
 
This report reviews factors affecting the arc flash hazard at low voltage switchgear and describes a proposed scheme using 
a Sepam protective relay applied as a virtual main to reduce the hazard.  Details of the design, including equipment 
requirements, equipment location, and setting guidelines are discussed.  Arc flash hazard calculations for an example 
industrial system showing the effect of the virtual main scheme are also included. 
 
Background 
 
As described in IEEE Standard 1584, Guide for Performing Arc Flash Hazard Calculations, arcing current is a function of 
system voltage, available bolted fault current, system grounding, conductor spacing (defines the arc length), and arc 
location (in an enclosure or in open air).  Arc flash incident energy to which a person is exposed is a function of distance 
from the arc (working distance), arcing current, and arc duration (clearing time).  Of these three factors, a power system 
engineer has the most control over the clearing time and improving the clearing time receives considerable attention.  
Clearing time depends on the characteristics of the device that detects the arcing current and acts to clear the fault.  A key 
assumption in arc flash hazard analysis is that an arc in an equipment enclosure involves the entire enclosure, rendering any 
protective device in the enclosure incapable of clearing the arcing fault.  This means that arc duration is based on the 
clearing time of the protective device next upstream from the arcing fault location that is also in a separate enclosure.  In 
low voltage switchgear, each power circuit breaker is in a separate cubicle with metal barriers between cubicles.  The 
breaker cubicles are considered separate enclosures for arc flash hazard analysis.  An arcing fault in a switchgear feeder 
breaker cubicle is assumed to involve the entire breaker cubicle so that the breaker cannot clear the arcing fault.  If the 
switchgear is equipped with a main breaker, the analysis assumes that the main breaker can clear the feeder breaker cubicle 
fault and incident energy will be based on the main breaker clearing time. 
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There are limitations to the clearing time that can be achieved with a switchgear main breaker.  For best selectivity, the 
main breaker should coordinate with all its associated feeder breakers.  Miscoordination will result in the main breaker 
tripping for a fault on a feeder circuit that would otherwise require interruption of only the affected feeder.  Tripping the 
main breaker interrupts service to the entire switchgear.  Besides upsetting the processes supplied from the switchgear, such 
miscoordination can create life safety risks beyond the arc flash hazard at the switchgear. 
 
An arcing fault in the main breaker cubicle is assumed to render the main breaker incapable of clearing the fault.  Similarly, 
the switchgear bus in the rear of the assembly may be in a single common space and the analysis assumes that the arc can 
propagate to the line side of the main breaker.  For arcing faults in main breaker cubicles or switchgear bus in a common 
space, incident energy is based on clearing by whatever device is upstream from the switchgear in a separate enclosure.  
This device is typically either the substation transformer high side fuse or the primary feeder circuit breaker.  Arcing fault 
current reflected to the primary side of the substation transformer has a low magnitude relative to bolted fault current.  
Because the high side fuse is rated to accommodate transformer magnetizing inrush current and to coordinate with low 
voltage feeder circuit breakers, its clearing time for a low voltage arcing fault is relatively long.  Likewise, protective relays 
applied to primary feeder have the same coordination requirements and may additionally have to coordinate with multiple 
unit substations.  Whether the arcing fault is cleared by transformer high side fuses or medium voltage feeder overcurrent 
relays, clearing time is relatively long and arc flash incident energy is correspondingly high.  Hazard levels of category 4 or 
higher as defined in NFPA 70E are typical for main breaker cubicles. 
 
For switchgear without a main breaker, an arcing fault in any feeder breaker cubicle is assumed to be cleared by the 
upstream protective device with its relatively long clearing time.  The entire low voltage switchgear assembly must be 
assigned a high hazard level. 
 
Adding a separately enclosed main breaker is sometimes proposed as a way to reduce the arc flash hazard level at 
switchgear feeder cubicles.  This can be effective but a high hazard level still exists at the main breaker enclosure.  In some 
cases, space restrictions make addition of a main breaker impractical. 
 
Zone Selective Interlocking (ZSI) is sometimes used as a way to reduce arc flash hazard levels at switchgear feeder breaker 
cubicles.  With a ZSI scheme, the main breaker trip unit is set to operate at high speed for the calculated arcing fault 
current.  If a feeder breaker trip unit detects fault current, it sends a restraining signal to the main breaker trip unit.  The 
restraining signal indicates that the fault is on a feeder circuit and should be cleared by a feeder breaker.  The restraining 
signal inhibits high speed tripping of the main breaker and its trip unit will operate only after a time delay set to coordinate 
with the feeder breakers.  If an arcing fault occurs in a feeder breaker cubicle, the feeder breaker will not detect the current 
and will not send a restraining signal.  With no restraining signal received at the main breaker, its trip unit operates with 
minimal time delay, achieving fast clearing for arcing faults in the switchgear feeder cubicles.  Figure 2 shows a typical ZSI 
scheme. 
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Figure 2: Typical ZSI Scheme 
 
In a paper prepared by Square D Engineering Services in 2006, the ZSI concept is adapted to low voltage switchgear that is 
not equipped with a main breaker.  A protective relay is applied as a “virtual main” to trip the medium voltage breaker 
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supplying the unit substation transformer.  The relay is configured to receive restraining signals from the low voltage feeder 
breakers to achieve fast tripping for low voltage switchgear arcing faults.  Figure 3 shows the ZSI virtual main scheme. 
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Figure 3: ZSI Virtual Main Scheme 
 
Application of ZSI requires that the breaker trip units be equipped for transmitting and receiving the restraint signals.  For 
switchgear without a main breaker, a protective relay must be applied as a virtual main and interface equipment may be 
required to allow connection of the restraint signal wiring between the breaker trip units and the relay. 
 
The scheme proposed in this paper uses the concept of a protective relay applied as a low voltage switchgear virtual main 
but without zone selective interlocking as shown in Figure 1.  The proposed scheme provides an alternate way of reducing 
arc flash hazard levels at low voltage switchgear for systems where applying zone selective interlocking is not practical 
because installed equipment lacks ZSI capability or is otherwise incompatible with a ZSI scheme.  The proposed virtual 
main scheme is simpler in concept than the ZSI scheme but has somewhat different criteria for setting the relay.  Other 
characteristics of the design are very similar to the ZSI scheme. 
 
Description of the Proposed Scheme 
 
Design of the proposed scheme consists of selecting the relay and current transformers, selecting the overcurrent functions 
to be applied, determining an appropriate source of control power, determining the preferred location of the relaying 
equipment, determining the configuration of the trip circuit, and developing recommended settings for the relay.  
Equipment considerations will be discussed in this section and criteria for developing recommended settings will be 
discussed in a separate section. 
 
Type of Relay: The Sepam 1000+ Series 20 relay is proposed for the virtual main application.  Specifically, the S20 style 
relay for substation feeder or main application includes the capabilities needed to implement the virtual main scheme.  
These capabilities include the ability to selectively disable individual overcurrent functions and the ability to add fixed time 
delay to the instantaneous overcurrent function.  The scheme requires no special inputs or outputs other than current input 
and trip output so I/O modules are not required.  The standard current transformer input module CCA630, supplied with the 
relay, is used for current input. 
 
Overcurrent Functions: While arc fault incident energy calculations described in IEEE 1584 are based on three phase 
arcing faults, arcing faults may involve just one or two phases, and may or may not involve arcing to ground.  Phase and 
ground overcurrent functions could be used to detect arcing faults but attempting to use ground overcurrent detection would 
complicate the design. 
 
As discussed in the next section, the functionality of the scheme depends on developing recommended settings that 
maintain coordination with low voltage switchgear feeder and downstream overcurrent devices.  Traditionally, ground 
overcurrent protection is used with sensitive settings to detect the lower currents associated with ground faults.  It is 
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generally not possible to coordinate sensitive ground fault protection with downstream overcurrent that is rated or set 
according to load current requirements. 
 
For the virtual main scheme, the phase overcurrent settings (described in the next section) must already be relatively 
sensitive to ensure detection of arcing faults.  Ground overcurrent protection could be used with the same settings as the 
phase overcurrent protection without adding any benefit of greater sensitivity.  Regardless of how the ground overcurrent 
protection is set, the more significant problem is obtaining correct sensing of ground fault current.  Low voltage switchgear 
may be part of a multi-source system.  For example, a switchgear assembly may be double or multi-ended, with two or 
more main breakers and one or more tie breakers.  Alternately, a standby generator may be used, connected to the 
switchgear or to a feeder through an automatic transfer switch.  In general, four-wire multi-source systems provide multiple 
paths for neutral load current and ground fault current because the neutral is connected to the grounding electrode system at 
more than one point.  Under normal conditions, a portion of the neutral load current may flow through the grounding 
electrode system.  Under ground fault conditions, a portion of the ground fault current may flow through the switchgear 
neutral bus conductor.  Neutral load current flowing through the ground electrode system can cause false operation of 
ground fault protection relays.  Ground fault current flowing through a switchgear neutral conductor can desensitize ground 
fault protection and may cause the protection to be inoperable for the ground fault.  The problems of correct neutral and 
ground fault current sensing with multi-source systems are well known and special circuit connections (modified 
differential ground fault protection) are used to obtain correct sensing.  Modified differential ground fault protection 
systems require connections between the various neutral current transformers and ground fault relays at the sources, 
sometimes using breaker auxiliary contacts to obtain correct sensing regardless of which main and tie breakers are open or 
closed. 
 
Developing a virtual main scheme with ground overcurrent detection for general application would require the scheme be 
adaptable to a modified differential ground fault protection scheme.  This would require additional current transformers and 
wiring to source devices not otherwise required to be part of the scheme.  Because of requirements to coordinate with 
downstream overcurrent devices, the ground fault overcurrent settings would not be more sensitive than the phase 
overcurrent settings so the additional circuit complexity would not yield any benefits.  For these reasons, only phase 
overcurrent protection is proposed for the virtual main scheme. 
 
Current Transformers: Phase currents are the only inputs needed for the virtual main scheme.  One current transformer per 
phase is required.  The current transformers must be rated according to the main transformer full load capacity and must be 
placed to measure total switchgear bus current, just as a switchgear main breaker would measure.  As a general rule, to 
avoid ct saturation problems, the ratio should be selected so that maximum short circuit current does not exceed 20 times 
the ct primary rating.   Accuracy class should be as high as possible but in general, commercially available current 
transformers for installation in low voltage switchgear will likely have accuracy classes of C50 or C100. 
 
Control Power: The Sepam relay accepts dc control power in the range of 24-250 Vdc and ac control power in the range of 
110-240 Vac.  The maximum dc control power burden is 11 W and the maximum ac control power burden is 15 VA.  One 
requirement for the control power source is that control voltage must be maintained during any fault condition so that the 
relay can perform its functions.  Obtaining control power directly from voltage transformers connected to the protected 
switchgear is not acceptable because a switchgear fault would result in partial or total loss of control voltage.  A second 
requirement is that control power must be available before the switchgear is energized so that the protective relay can 
operate if a fault exists at the moment of energization.  Tools or safety grounds inadvertently left in a switchgear enclosure 
are common causes of energizing under faulted conditions.  When control power is first applied, the relay has a “wake-up” 
time of several seconds (up to 20 seconds) before its protective functions are available.  To ensure the relay is available to 
trip on initial energization, control power must be maintained even if the switchgear is de-energized.  The preferred source 
of control power is at the medium voltage switchgear supplying the low voltage switchgear.  Many medium voltage 
switchgear installations use a battery system for tripping and control and this is the best source of control power.  In some 
cases, individual breakers are equipped with capacitor trip units.  These devices are connected to the ac system through a 
voltage transformer and use a rectifier to provide dc voltage to a capacitor which stores sufficient energy to trip the circuit 
breaker when ac voltage is lost because of a fault.  Capacitor trip devices are not suitable for providing continuous power to 
protective relays.  If the medium voltage switchgear does not use a battery, ac control power should be derived from a UPS 
rated to supply the maximum burden of all connected relays plus the trip current for all associated medium voltage 
breakers.  The proposed design in this paper assumes that a battery is available for control power.  The control power circuit 
supplying each Sepam relay should be taken from the respective medium voltage circuit breaker cubicle and should be 
protected by dedicated fuses to avoid loss of control power to the medium voltage breaker should a fault develop on the 
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control power wiring to the low voltage switchgear or in the Sepam relay.  Buss type KLM fast-acting fuses rated 3 
amperes mounted in the medium voltage switchgear are suggested.  A control power disconnect can be used at the low 
voltage switchgear to allow switching off the power to the Sepam relay for maintenance purposes. 
 
Equipment Location: The major equipment for the virtual main scheme consists only of the relay and its current 
transformers.  As already discussed, the current transformers must be located so they measure total bus current.  Current 
transformers located at either the high or low side of the substation transformer would measure total bus current but the 
transformer high side location is not desirable.  A fast-acting overcurrent function applied at the high side of a transformer 
must allow for magnetizing inrush current.  The overcurrent pickup or time delay settings may have to be increased to avoid 
tripping for magnetizing inrush current.  The resulting settings may not provide adequate sensitivity to detect low side 
arcing faults or may not provide fast enough tripping to obtain the desired reduction in arc flash incident energy.  The 
current transformers must be located on the substation transformer low side, external to the low voltage switchgear 
assembly.  Possible locations include the transformer secondary terminal enclosure or a separate transition section attached 
to the switchgear.  Any enclosure used for the current transformers must be separated from the low voltage switchgear by 
full metal barriers so that arcing faults in the switchgear do not involve the current transformers. 
 
Two locations can logically be considered for the relay: an auxiliary compartment in the low voltage switchgear or in the 
medium voltage switchgear control compartment associated with the feeder breaker supplying the low voltage switchgear.  
If the relay is located at the low voltage switchgear, wiring for control power and the medium voltage circuit breaker trip 
circuit must be brought to the low voltage switchgear.  If the relay is located at the medium voltage switchgear, current 
transformer secondary wiring must be brought to the medium voltage switchgear.  For each case, the effect of circuit length 
should be considered. 
 
For the trip circuit, circuit length is not of great concern.  Voltage drop across the wiring must not be great enough to 
prevent proper operation of the circuit breaker trip coil.  ANSI Standard C37.06 lists acceptable ranges of control voltages 
for circuit breakers.  For indoor circuit breakers with 48 V dc control, the range is 38-56 volts.  The Sepam relay trip 
contacts are rated 8A.  Consider No. 12 control wiring with dc resistance of 1.98 ohms/1000 feet (NEC, Chapter 9, Table 
8).  Using a temperature correction factor of 1.13 to account for possible higher temperatures in wiring spaces, the wiring 
length is given by the following expression: 
 

48 – 8(1.98)(1.13)/1000)(2L) = 38 where L is the one-way circuit length in feet. 
 
This expression assumes control voltage is maintained at its rated value at the medium voltage switchgear.  Solving the 
expression, L is 279 feet.  If the one-way circuit length approaches or exceeds this value, the wire size can be increased or a 
higher control power voltage could be considered.  For 125 V dc control, the acceptable range is 100-140 volts.  Using 
rated voltage of 125 volts and minimum voltage of 100 volts in the preceding expression, the maximum allowable circuit 
length is 698 feet.  Similarly, voltage drop across the wiring for relay control power is not of concern since the relay power 
supply only requires a fraction of an ampere. 
 
For current transformer wiring, a simple evaluation can be made on the basis of accuracy class.  A C50 current transformer 
with a 5 A secondary can produce a terminal voltage of 50 volts with 100 A secondary current without exceeding 10% 
error.  This corresponds to a maximum allowable secondary burden of 0.5 ohms.  The burden consists of the wiring and the 
relay.  The Sepam current input burden is less than 0.001 ohms and can be neglected.  The worst case burden is for a phase 
to ground fault where current flows to the relay on one secondary wire and returns to the current transformer on the 
secondary neutral wire (2 times the one-way circuit length).  Considering No. 10 control wiring with resistance of 1.24 
ohms/1000 feet (ac resistance is approximately equal to dc resistance for this wire) and a temperature correction factor of 
1.13, the maximum one-way circuit length is given by the following expression. 
 

0.5 = 2L(1.24)(1.13)/(1000) where L is the one-way circuit length in feet. 
 
Solving the expression, L is 178 feet.  If the relay were mounted at the medium voltage switchgear (remote from the current 
transformers), the one-way circuit length could be greater than 178 feet.  In this case, the problem could be addressed by 
using higher accuracy class current transformers (such as C100) or using larger secondary wiring (such as No. 8 or No. 6).  
The CCA630 current input module on the Sepam relay is designed to accept wire sizes up to No. 10.  If larger wires are 
used to reduce current transformer burden, the wire size must be reduced to No. 10 at an interposing terminal block located 
close to the relay.  For relays mounted at the low voltage switchgear, the burden can be checked with the preceding 
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expression but the circuit length will generally be relatively small and current transformer burden is not expected to be of 
concern. 
 
Even though circuit length does not necessarily determine a preferred relay location, the current circuit length constraint 
indicates a preference for locating the relay at the low voltage switchgear where current circuit length is shortest.  An 
additional consideration is that a medium voltage feeder may supply more than one low voltage substation.  Mounting 
multiple relays at the medium voltage switchgear can be expected to create space problems and confusion regarding which 
relays are associated with each breaker.  From an operating perspective, the most logical location for each relay is at the 
associated low voltage switchgear. 
 
Configuration of the Trip Circuit: A medium voltage circuit breaker supplying low voltage substations typically is 
equipped with overcurrent relays which may trip the breaker directly or may operate a lockout relay to trip the breaker.  
Lockout relays are designed to operate quickly, typically adding perhaps 8 ms to the total clearing time, with some types 
adding 14-17 ms to the total clearing time.  With the virtual main scheme, the arc flash incident energy depends directly on 
the total clearing time.  To keep the incident energy as low as possible, the recommended design is to connect the Sepam 
trip contact directly to the medium voltage breaker trip coil regardless of whether a lockout relay is used for other 
overcurrent tripping.  The Sepam relay trip contact should be programmed to latch so that a trip signal is maintained until 
the problem is corrected and the relay is reset by operators.  To keep wiring between the low voltage switchgear and 
medium voltage switchgear as simple as possible, it is not necessary to connect contacts from the Sepam relay to block 
closing of the medium voltage breaker.  With no close blocking, if an attempt is made to close the breaker while a trip 
signal is present, the breaker mechanism will unlatch and return to the open position before the breaker main contacts close 
(so-called “trip-free” operation).  Rather than relying on the breaker trip-free capability, operation of the Sepam relay 
indicates the need for operators to positively determine the cause of the trip and correct the problem before resetting and 
attempting to re-energize the circuit.  If positive close blocking is required, a separate latched contact from the Sepam relay 
can be connected to block the medium voltage breaker close circuit.  Including close blocking will increase the length of the 
close circuit by twice the distance from the low voltage switchgear to the medium voltage switchgear and the effect of the 
additional circuit length on voltage drop should be checked. 
 
Figure 4 shows the ac current, dc control power, and trip circuit connections for the virtual main scheme. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Sepam Virtual Main Scheme Connections 
 
Development of Recommended Settings 
 
Recommended settings for the virtual main relay depend on information specific to each installation: transformer kVA 
rating, low voltage feeder breaker settings, medium voltage feeder overcurrent relay settings, and available short circuit 
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current.  This section describes the specific goals of the proposed scheme and the criteria used to develop recommended 
settings. 
 
The goal of the virtual main scheme is to provide fast clearing for arcing faults at low voltage switchgear while maintaining 
coordination with low voltage feeder circuit breakers.  This implies the need to use the relay instantaneous function with a 
short fixed time delay.  The time overcurrent function operates with much longer time delay and does not provide any 
benefit with respect to reducing arc flash hazard levels.  As discussed later in this section, the relay time overcurrent 
function can still be used to provide enhanced protection for the unit substation transformer.  General criteria for developing 
settings for the virtual main overcurrent functions are as follows. 
 
Instantaneous Overcurrent: To achieve fast clearing of arcing faults, the instantaneous pickup setting must be less than the 
minimum expected arcing fault current.  IEEE 1584 defines the expressions used to calculate arcing fault current.  These 
expressions are based on testing and statistical analysis of the test results.  The guide acknowledges that there is some 
uncertainty in the accuracy of calculated arcing current.  Because of the uncertainty, the guide recommends comparing 
incident energy based on two values of arcing current: the value calculated with the empirical expressions and 85% of the 
calculated value.  The highest energy is used to specify the hazard level.  The instantaneous relay pickup setting must be 
less than 85% of the arcing current calculated according to the IEEE 1584 expressions.  The minimum setting is determined 
by requirements to coordinate with the low voltage feeder breakers.  The instantaneous pickup setting must be higher than 
the highest instantaneous pickup setting of any feeder breaker at the switchgear. 
 
The Sepam relay provides an adjustable fixed time delay for the instantaneous overcurrent function.  With low voltage 
breaker terminology, this would be referred to as a short time delay function rather than instantaneous.  The time delay 
must be long enough to allow feeder breakers to operate for feeder faults but short enough to achieve reduction in arc flash 
incident energy.  The recommended time delay is based on clearing times for molded case and power circuit breakers used 
in low voltage switchgear and switchboards. 
 
IEEE 1584 provides guidelines for estimating circuit breaker operating time when published information is not available.  
The guidelines indicate opening times of 25 ms for molded case breakers and 50 ms for power circuit breakers operated by 
integral trip units or external relays.  An informal review of time-current curves for various circuit breakers yields 
somewhat more conservative values for clearing times.  Molded case thermal-magnetic breakers operating by their 
magnetic elements (“instantaneous” tripping) may have clearing times as high as 60 ms, with many clearing in less than 30 
ms.  Molded case or power circuit breakers equipped with electronic trip units may have instantaneous clearing times as 
high as 70 ms. 
 
Based on these informal findings for circuit breaker clearing times, a time delay of 100 ms for the virtual main relay is 
recommended.  As shown by the test system analysis, a virtual main relay operating with this time delay is capable of 
significant reduction in arc flash incident energy and hazard level. 
 
The breaker mechanical opening time must be added to the virtual main relay time.  A typical opening time for modern 
medium voltage circuit breakers is 5 cycles or 83 ms for 60 Hz systems.  If available, the actual clearing time for the 
medium voltage breaker should be used for analysis.  Otherwise, 83 ms is considered a conservative estimate. 
  
The coordination requirements indicate the need to check settings of the low voltage feeder breakers as part of the 
procedure for implementing a virtual main scheme.  Feeder breaker instantaneous settings should be as low as possible 
subject to requirements to coordinate with downstream protective devices and allow for downstream transformer 
magnetizing inrush current.  In some cases, a feeder breaker might include only long and short time functions (no 
instantaneous).  In these cases, the short time pickup and time delay settings must be as low as possible and consideration 
should be given to revising the feeder protection to provide instantaneous overcurrent. 
 
Time Overcurrent: Time overcurrent protection is intended to provide protection for low magnitude fault currents, 
overload conditions, and to provide backup protection for downstream overcurrent devices.  Because of long operating 
times, the time overcurrent function applied to a virtual main relay provides no reduction in arc flash incident energy.  
Application of the time overcurrent function should be considered on a case by case basis.  For some systems, time 
overcurrent protection can enhance protection of the unit substation transformer.  For example, if a medium voltage feeder 
supplies more than one unit substation transformer, the medium voltage feeder relays might not provide good protection for 
the individual transformers as defined by the transformer damage curves.  In some cases, use of the time overcurrent 
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function may be judged undesirable.  For example, if a medium voltage feeder supplies multiple transformers, each with its 
own set of high side fuses, it may be more desirable to allow the fuses to provide individual transformer protection rather 
than tripping the medium voltage feeder breaker with the virtual main relay and interrupting service to the entire feeder.  If 
used, the virtual main relay time overcurrent function can be set the same as a conventional main device in accordance with 
National Electrical Code Article 450 and established industry practice for protecting transformers.  A suggested pickup 
setting is 150% of the transformer self-cooled rated current.  The time-current characteristic curve shape should be selected 
to provide the best match with upstream and downstream time-overcurrent devices.  The time delay setting should be set to 
coordinate with the transformer damage curve, all low voltage feeder breakers at the switchgear, and with the medium 
voltage feeder relays or transformer high side fuses. 
 
Arc Flash Hazard Reduction in the Test System 
 
A test system was developed to show the procedure for developing virtual main relay settings and to show the effect of the 
virtual main scheme.  The test system is intended to represent typical equipment ratings and protective device settings that 
might be encountered in an industrial electrical distribution system.  Arc flash calculations were performed according to 
IEEE 1584 for the system with no virtual main relays and with virtual main relays at each unit substation.  The results 
illustrate the effect of the improved clearing time with the virtual main relays.  Calculated incident energy and hazard levels 
may be different for actual systems. 
 
The test system consists of three medium voltage feeders, each supplying a unit substation transformer and low voltage 
switchgear.  The medium voltage system is rated 13.8 kV and each low voltage switchgear is rated 480 volts.  Feeder 1 
supplies a 750 kVA transformer, feeder 2 supplies a 1500 kVA transformer, and feeder 3 supplies a 2500 kVA transformer.  
The transformers are equipped with high side fuses sized in accordance with NEC Article 450.  Phase overcurrent relays at 
the medium voltage feeder breakers are set to coordinate with the fuses.  The low voltage switchgear assemblies are not 
equipped with main breakers so that transformer high side fuses must clear arcing faults in the switchgear.  If the 
transformers were not equipped with fuses, the medium voltage feeder relays would clear arcing faults in the low voltage 
switchgear.  Low voltage feeder breakers 52 F1, 52 F2, and 52 F3 are included to demonstrate downstream coordination 
requirements for the virtual main relays. 
 
Figure 5 is a one-line diagram of the test system.  Ratings and impedances used to model each component are documented 
in a separate section of this report. 
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Figure 5: Test system for arc flash hazard calculations 
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An initial arc flash hazard calculation is made to determine the arcing fault current, incident energy, and hazard level with 
no virtual main relays applied.  The arcing fault current, along with time-current characteristics of the low voltage feeder 
breakers, is used to determine settings for the virtual main relay.  Results of this initial analysis are documented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Arc Flash Hazard Analysis Results, No Virtual Main Relays 
 
Location Arcing Fault Current, 

kA 
Arc Duration, 

seconds 
Arc Flash Incident 

Energy, Cal/cm2 
Hazard Level, 

NFPA 70E Category 
LV SUB 1 8.68 2 36 4 
LV SUB 2 14.25 2 62 >4 
LV SUB 3 19.77 2 88 >4 
 
For purposes of analysis, a maximum arc duration of 2 seconds has been assumed.  This assumption is often used for 
analysis where equipment is located so that workers have adequate means of egress and where the worker is not expected to 
be confined within an equipment enclosure.  The transformer high side fuse clearing time for the calculated arcing fault 
current at each location is greater than 2 seconds and the incident energy is based on 2 seconds arc duration. 
 
Results in Table 1 can now be used to determine settings for the virtual main relay. 
 
Select current transformer ratio: Current transformer ratios are selected according to the rated full load current of each 
transformer, as shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Selection of Current Transformer Ratios 
 
Location Transformer Rating, 

kVA 
Full Load Current @ 480 V, 

Amperes 
Selected Current 

Transformer Ratio 
LV SUB 1 750 902 1000:5 
LV SUB 2 1500 1804 2000:5 
LV SUB 3 2500 3007 3000:5 
 
The selected current transformer ratios also meet the general rule that available short circuit current not exceed 20 times the 
current transformer primary rating. 
 
Set Virtual Main Instantaneous Overcurrent Functions: Pickup must be less than 85% of the arcing fault currents in 
Table 1 and must be greater than the highest instantaneous pickup of all feeder relays at the switchgear.  Arcing current, 
feeder instantaneous pickup, and virtual main relay pickup settings are documented in Table 3.  Time delay for the virtual 
main instantaneous function can be set at 100 ms for each location.  Feeder breaker instantaneous pickup levels are 
assumed for the test system.  The tolerance values for feeder breaker instantaneous pickup are typical for low voltage power 
circuit breakers or molded case breakers.  These tolerances, documented on the breaker time-current characteristic curves, 
must be considered when developing settings for the virtual main relay. 
 
Table 3: Virtual Main Relay Instantaneous Pickup Settings 
 
Location Calculated Arcing 

Current, kA 
85% of Calculated 
Arcing Current, 

kA 

Feeder 
Instantaneous 

Pickup 

Virtual Main Relay 
Instantaneous 

Pickup 
LV SUB 1 8.68 7.38 4000 A + 10% 

tolerance 
6 kA 

LV SUB 2 14.25 12.11 8000 A + 10% 
tolerance 

10 kA 

LV SUB 3 19.77 16.80 12800 A + 10% 
tolerance 

15 kA 
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The hypothetical values for feeder instantaneous are typical of those that might be encountered in practice and show that 
there may a narrow window within which the virtual main instantaneous pickup must be set.  For example, at LV SUB 3, 
the window is 14,080-16,800 A. 
 
Set Virtual Main Time Overcurrent Functions: Pickup and time delay settings are selected according to the transformer 
full load current at each location and the time-current characteristic of the respective transformer high side fuses.  If high 
side fuses were not installed, the medium voltage feeder relays would determine upstream coordination requirements.  
Selected pickup and time dial settings are documented in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Virtual Main Relay Time Overcurrent Settings 
 
Location Full Load Current 

@ 480 V, 
Amperes 

Time Overcurrent 
Pickup 

Curve 
Characteristic 

Time Delay Setting 

LV SUB 1 902 1100 A IEEE Ext. Inverse 1.3 s @ 10 x pickup 
LV SUB 2 1804 2200 A IEEE Ext. Inverse 1.0 s @ 10 x pickup 
LV SUB 3 3007 3600 A IEEE Ext. Inverse 1.0 s @ 10 x pickup 
 
The Sepam time delay settings are specified in terms of operating time at 10 times the pickup setting.  This convention is 
for defining the setting value only and is unrelated to available short circuit current on the system. 
 
Time-current characteristics for the virtual main relays at substations LV SUB1, LV SUB2, and LV SUB3 are shown on 
curves TCC1, TCC2, and TCC3 respectively.  The coordination achieved is similar in all cases.  The instantaneous pickup 
and fixed time delay for the virtual main relay coordinates with the low voltage feeder breaker instantaneous characteristic.  
The virtual main relay characteristics also coordinate with those for the transformer high side fuses and medium voltage 
feeder relays.  Note that for this test system, time overcurrent protection is enabled for the virtual main relays and the time 
characteristic falls below that of the transformer high side fuses.  This means that the virtual main relay is capable of 
interrupting the entire medium voltage feeder for lower magnitude fault currents that would otherwise be cleared by fuses 
for an individual transformer.  In an actual system, the time overcurrent function might be disabled to prevent tripping by 
the virtual main relay for low magnitude fault currents.  As discussed previously, the time overcurrent function does not 
provide any reduction in arc flash incident energy. 
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TX Inrush

XFMR 1

50/51-1
RELAY 1

0.5 1

1
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0
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1K
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K
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K

0.01 0.01

0.10 0.10

1 1

10 10

100 100

1000 1000

CURRENT IN AMPERES

TIME IN SECONDS

XFMR 1

52 F1

*SQUARE D  
MG/J w/ ET1.0  
MJ  
Trip 400 A
Settings Phase
   Thermal Curve   
   INST 10 (4000A)  

50/51-1

WESTINGHOUSE  
CO-9  
CO-9  
CT 300 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   Tap 3.0 (180A)  
   Time Dials 3.0  
   INST (High) 20 (1200A)  

RELAY 1

*SQUARE D  
SEPAM 1000+  
CT 1000 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   PH CS 1.1 (1100A)  
   PH TD, IEEE EIT 1.3  
   PH IP 6.0 (6000A)  
   PH ITD 0.1  

XFMR 1 FUSE

*SQUARE D  
CS-3, 15.5kV E-Rated  
CS-3, 50E  
Trip 50 A

XFMR 1

52 F1

*SQUARE D  
MG/J w/ ET1.0  
MJ  
Trip 400 A
Settings Phase
   Thermal Curve   
   INST 10 (4000A)  

50/51-1

WESTINGHOUSE  
CO-9  
CO-9  
CT 300 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   Tap 3.0 (180A)  
   Time Dials 3.0  
   INST (High) 20 (1200A)  

RELAY 1

*SQUARE D  
SEPAM 1000+  
CT 1000 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   PH CS 1.1 (1100A)  
   PH TD, IEEE EIT 1.3  
   PH IP 6.0 (6000A)  
   PH ITD 0.1  

XFMR 1 FUSE

*SQUARE D  
CS-3, 15.5kV E-Rated  
CS-3, 50E  
Trip 50 A

TCC Name:  tcc1 Current Scale  x 100 Reference Voltage: 480  
Oneline:        
August 23, 2007  4:11 PM SKM Systems Analysis, Inc.
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TX Inrush

XFMR 2

50/51-2
RELAY 2

0.5 1
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K
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CURRENT IN AMPERES

TIME IN SECONDS

XFMR 2

52 F2

SQUARE D  
POWERPACT R-FRAME 5.0 & 6.0 A/P/H  
RJ  
Trip 1000 A
Settings Phase
   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (1000A); 4  
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (5000A)  
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1(I^2 T Out)  
   INST RG (2-15 x S) 8 (8000A)  

50/51-2

WESTINGHOUSE  
CO-9  
CO-9  
CT 300 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   Tap 5.0 (300A)  
   Time Dials 3.0  
   INST (High) 20 (1200A)  

RELAY 2

*SQUARE D  
SEPAM 1000+  
CT 2000 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   PH CS 1.1 (2200A)  
   PH TD, IEEE EIT 1  
   PH IP 5.0 (10000A)  
   PH ITD 0.1  

XFMR 2 FUSE

*SQUARE D  
CS-3, 15.5kV E-Rated  
CS-3, 100E  
Trip 100 A

XFMR 2

52 F2

SQUARE D  
POWERPACT R-FRAME 5.0 & 6.0 A/P/H  
RJ  
Trip 1000 A
Settings Phase
   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (1000A); 4  
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 5 (5000A)  
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.1(I^2 T Out)  
   INST RG (2-15 x S) 8 (8000A)  

50/51-2

WESTINGHOUSE  
CO-9  
CO-9  
CT 300 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   Tap 5.0 (300A)  
   Time Dials 3.0  
   INST (High) 20 (1200A)  

RELAY 2

*SQUARE D  
SEPAM 1000+  
CT 2000 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   PH CS 1.1 (2200A)  
   PH TD, IEEE EIT 1  
   PH IP 5.0 (10000A)  
   PH ITD 0.1  

XFMR 2 FUSE

*SQUARE D  
CS-3, 15.5kV E-Rated  
CS-3, 100E  
Trip 100 A

TCC Name:  tcc2 Current Scale  x 100 Reference Voltage: 480  
Oneline:        
August 23, 2007  4:12 PM SKM Systems Analysis, Inc.
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TX Inrush

XFMR 3

50/51-3
RELAY 3

0.5 1
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CURRENT IN AMPERES

TIME IN SECONDS

XFMR 3

52 F3

SQUARE D  
Masterpact NW, 5.0 & 6.0 A/P/H  
NW16H  
Trip 1600 A
Settings Phase
   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (1600A); 0.5  
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 4 (6400A)  
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.2(I^2 T Out)  
   INST (2-15 x S) 8 (12800A)  
   INST Override Fixed (40000A)  

50/51-3

WESTINGHOUSE  
CO-9  
CO-9  
CT 300 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   Tap 8.0 (480A)  
   Time Dials 5.0  
   INST (High) 30 (1800A)  

RELAY 3

*SQUARE D  
SEPAM 1000+  
CT 3000 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   PH CS 1.2 (3600A)  
   PH TD, IEEE EIT 1  
   PH IP 5.0 (15000A)  
   PH ITD 0.1  

XFMR 3 FUSE

*SQUARE D  
CS-3, 15.5kV E-Rated  
CS-3, 150E  
Trip 150 A

XFMR 3

52 F3

SQUARE D  
Masterpact NW, 5.0 & 6.0 A/P/H  
NW16H  
Trip 1600 A
Settings Phase
   LTPU/LTD (A 0.4-1.0 x S) 1 (1600A); 0.5  
   STPU (1.5-10 x LTPU) 4 (6400A)  
   STD (INST-0.4) 0.2(I^2 T Out)  
   INST (2-15 x S) 8 (12800A)  
   INST Override Fixed (40000A)  

50/51-3

WESTINGHOUSE  
CO-9  
CO-9  
CT 300 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   Tap 8.0 (480A)  
   Time Dials 5.0  
   INST (High) 30 (1800A)  

RELAY 3

*SQUARE D  
SEPAM 1000+  
CT 3000 / 5 A
Settings Phase
   PH CS 1.2 (3600A)  
   PH TD, IEEE EIT 1  
   PH IP 5.0 (15000A)  
   PH ITD 0.1  

XFMR 3 FUSE

*SQUARE D  
CS-3, 15.5kV E-Rated  
CS-3, 150E  
Trip 150 A

TCC Name:  tcc3 Current Scale  x 100 Reference Voltage: 480  
Oneline:        
August 23, 2007  4:12 PM SKM Systems Analysis, Inc.
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Determine Arc Flash Hazard Levels with Virtual Main Relays: The final step in applying the virtual main scheme is to 
verify that the scheme achieves reduced incident energy levels at the low voltage switchgear.  The arc flash hazard 
calculations are repeated with the virtual main relays in place.  Results of the final analysis are documented in Table 5. 
 
Table 5: Arc Flash Hazard Analysis Results with Virtual Main Relays 
 
Location Arcing Fault Current, 

kA 
Arc Duration, 

seconds 
Arc Flash Incident 

Energy, Cal/cm2 
Hazard Level, 

NFPA 70E Category 
LV SUB 1 8.68 0.183 3.3 1 
LV SUB 2 14.25 0.183 5.7 2 
LV SUB 3 19.77 0.183 8.1 3 
 
Table 5 shows that the virtual main relays achieve a significant reduction in arc flash incident energy and hazard level as 
compared to Table 1.  The arc duration is reduced to the relay operating time of 0.1 second plus the breaker opening time of 
0.083 second.  While not shown in Tables 1 and 5, the detailed tables in the appendix show a significant reduction in the 
flash protection boundary for the case with virtual main relays corresponding to the reduction in incident energy. 
 
For the test system, note that the hazard level remains category 3 at LV SUB 3 even after implementing the virtual main 
scheme.  This result can be expected for low voltage switchgear supplied by larger transformers where available short 
circuit current is relatively high.  Since the virtual main relay uses a fixed time delay, the incident energy will be directly 
proportional to the arcing fault current.  Reducing the hazard level to category 2 or lower is very desirable because the 
personal protective equipment (PPE) requirements for category 2 have significantly less physical impact on workers than 
category 3.  If the relay time delay setting can be reduced to less than 100 ms, it may be possible to achieve further 
reduction in the hazard level.  For example, at LV SUB 3, if the relay time delay setting can be reduced to 80 ms, the 
calculated incident energy is 7.2 cal/cm2 and the hazard level is category 2.  Reducing the time delay setting below 100 ms 
increases the risk of miscoordination with downstream protective devices so such reduction should be considered on a case-
by-case basis. 
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Appendix: Test System Parameters and Arc Flash Calculations 
 
This section documents the parameters used to model the test system and includes arc flash hazard analysis results with and 
without the virtual main scheme. 
   
  
  
 TEST SYSTEM FOR SEPAM VIRTUAL MAIN 
  
                                           FEEDER  INPUT  DATA    
 
======================================================================================================= 
 CABLE         FEEDER FROM     FEEDER TO       QTY  VOLTS   LENGTH            FEEDER  
 NAME          NAME            NAME            /PH  L-L                   SIZE       TYPE  
======================================================================================================= 
 FEEDER 1      MV SWGR         BUS-0002         1  13800  200.0  FEET       2     Copper 
               Duct Material:     Magnetic     Insulation Type:        XLP     Insulation Class:            
               +/-  Impedance: 0.1643 + J  0.0727  Ohms/1000 ft      0.0173 + J  0.0076  PU 
               Z0   Impedance: 0.5177 + J  0.1791  Ohms/1000 ft      0.0544 + J  0.0188  PU 
 
 FEEDER 3      MV SWGR         BUS-0006         1  13800  200.0  FEET       2     Copper 
               Duct Material:     Magnetic     Insulation Type:        XLP     Insulation Class:            
               +/-  Impedance: 0.1643 + J  0.0727  Ohms/1000 ft      0.0173 + J  0.0076  PU 
               Z0   Impedance: 0.5177 + J  0.1791  Ohms/1000 ft      0.0544 + J  0.0188  PU 
 
 FEEDER2       MV SWGR         BUS-0004         1  13800  200.0  FEET       2     Copper 
               Duct Material:     Magnetic     Insulation Type:        XLP     Insulation Class:            
               +/-  Impedance: 0.1643 + J  0.0727  Ohms/1000 ft      0.0173 + J  0.0076  PU 
               Z0   Impedance: 0.5177 + J  0.1791  Ohms/1000 ft      0.0544 + J  0.0188  PU 
 
 
 
                            TRANSFORMER  INPUT  DATA 
 ============================================================================================= 
 TRANSFORMER    PRIMARY RECORD      VOLTS   * SECONDARY RECORD    VOLTS   FULL-LOAD    NOMINAL 
 NAME           NO NAME             L-L       NO NAME             L-L     KVA          KVA    
 ============================================================================================= 
 XFMR 1         BUS-0002       D  13800.0   LV SUB 1       YG    480.00  750.00       750.00 
                Pos. Seq. Z%:    0.904 + J   5.43    (Zpu   1.21 + j   7.23 )    Shell Type 
                Zero Seq. Z%:    0.904 + J   5.43    (Sec   1.21 + j   7.23 Pri  Open) 
                Taps  Pri. 0.000 %  Sec. 0.000 %  Phase Shift (Pri. Leading Sec.):  30.00 Deg. 
 
 XFMR 2         BUS-0004       D  13800.0   LV SUB 2       YG    480.00 1500.00      1500.00 
                Pos. Seq. Z%:    0.777 + J   5.44    (Zpu  0.518 + j   3.63 )    Shell Type 
                Zero Seq. Z%:    0.777 + J   5.44    (Sec  0.518 + j   3.63 Pri  Open) 
                Taps  Pri. 0.000 %  Sec. 0.000 %  Phase Shift (Pri. Leading Sec.):  30.00 Deg. 
 
 XFMR 3         BUS-0006       D  13800.0   LV SUB 3       YG    480.00 2500.00      2500.00 
                Pos. Seq. Z%:    0.607 + J   5.47    (Zpu  0.243 + j   2.19 )    Shell Type 
                Zero Seq. Z%:    0.607 + J   5.47    (Sec  0.243 + j   2.19 Pri  Open) 
                Taps  Pri. 0.000 %  Sec. 0.000 %  Phase Shift (Pri. Leading Sec.):  30.00 Deg. 
 
 
 
                        GENERATION  CONTRIBUTION  DATA 
 ===================================================================================== 
 BUS            CONTRIBUTION    VOLTAGE          
 NAME           NAME               L-L     MVA      X"d    X/R 
 ===================================================================================== 
 MV SWGR        UTILITY SYSTEM  13800.0  119.51 
                   Three Phase           Contribution:    5000.00 AMPS        8.00 
                   Pos  Sequence Impedance (100 MVA Base)  0.1038 + J   0.8303 PU  
                   Zero Sequence Impedance (100 MVA Base)10000000 + J 10000000 PU  
 
 
Arc Flash Hazard Analysis Results: The tables on the following pages document the results of arc flash hazard analysis for 
the test system with no virtual main relays and with virtual main relays.  Values for arcing current, arc duration, incident 
energy, and hazard level have been extracted from these tables and discussed in the report. 
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Arc Flash Hazard Analysis Results
Test System Without Virtual Main Relays

E

E

E

Bus Name Protective Bus Bus Prot Dev Prot Dev Trip/ Breaker Grd Equip Gap Arc Flash Working Incident Required Protective
Device kV Bolted Bolted Arcing Delay Opening Type Boundary Distance Energy FR Clothing Category 
Name Fault Fault Fault Time Time (mm) (in) (in) (cal/cm2)

(kA) (kA) (kA) (sec.) (sec.)
LV SUB 1 XFMR 1 FUS 0.48 14.70 14.70 8.68 2 0.000 Yes SWG 32 243 24 36 Category 4 (*N9)

LV SUB 2 XFMR 2 FUS 0.48 26.65 26.65 14.25 2 0.000 Yes SWG 32 350 24 62 Dangerous! (*N9)

LV SUB 3 XFMR 3 FUS 0.48 39.48 39.48 19.77 2 0.000 Yes SWG 32 444 24 88 Dangerous! (*N9)

Category 0: Untreated 
Cotton

(*N9) - Max Arcing 
Duration Reached

Category 1: FR Shirt & 
Pants
Category 2: Cotton 
Underwear + FR Shirt 
& Pants
Category 3: Cotton 
Underwear + FR Shirt 
& Pant + FR Coverall
Category 4: Cotton 
Underwear + FR Shirt 
& Pant + Multi Layer 
Flash Suit

Device with 
99% Cleared 
Fault 
Threshold
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Arc Flash Hazard Analysis Results
Test System With Virtual Main Relays
Bus Name Protective Bus Bus Prot Dev Prot Dev Trip/ Breaker Grd Equip Gap Arc Flash Working Incident Required Protective

Device kV Bolted Bolted Arcing Delay Opening Type Boundary Distance Energy FR Clothing Category 
Name Fault Fault Fault Time Time (mm) (in) (in) (cal/cm2)

(kA) (kA) (kA) (sec.) (sec.)
LV SUB 1 RELAY 1 0.48 14.70 14.70 8.68 0.1 0.083 Yes SWG 32 48 24 3.3 Category 1

LV SUB 2 RELAY 2 0.48 26.65 26.65 14.25 0.1 0.083 Yes SWG 32 69 24 5.7 Category 2

LV SUB 3 RELAY 3 0.48 39.48 39.48 19.77 0.1 0.083 Yes SWG 32 88 24 8.1 Category 3

Category 0: Untreated 
Cotton
Category 1: FR Shirt & 
Pants
Category 2: Cotton 
Underwear + FR Shirt 
& Pants
Category 3: Cotton 
Underwear + FR Shirt 
& Pant + FR Coverall
Category 4: Cotton 
Underwear + FR Shirt 
& Pant + Multi Layer 
Flash Suit

Device with 
99% Cleared 
Fault 
Threshold

IEEE 1584-2004a Bus 
Report (99% Cleared 
Fault Threshold, include 
Ind. Motors for 5.0 
Cycles), mis-coordination 
not checked
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Sepam Relay Settings: The following pages show setting screens from the Sepam configuration software SFT2841.  The 
screens show time overcurrent and instantaneous functions for the virtual main relay applied at the 1500 kVA transformer 
in the test system.  The first screen shows that setting group A is configured as the active group.  The rated current (In) is 
set to the current transformer primary rating, in this case 2000 A.  The base current (Ib) is set to the rated current of the 
equipment.  While not critical to the virtual main relay application, the base current is set to the transformer full load 
current. 
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The second screen shows the 50/51-1 function providing the time overcurrent function and the third screen shows the 
50/51-2 function providing the instantaneous overcurrent function.  All other functions would be disabled.  Settings for 
pickup (Threshold current) are expressed in amperes with the permissible range determined by the setting for rated current 
(In).  Since setting group A is active, the settings shown under group B do not affect relay operation.  Also, the tripping 
behavior matrix shows that the trip contacts are set for latching operation and that output contacts O1 and O2 will operate.  
In practice, only one trip output (O1) would be used for tripping.  Contact O2 could be used for close blocking if desired. 
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